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ABSTRACT 

The purpose of this thesis is to demonstrate how some of the simplest concepts in physics 

affect us in our everyday life, but not just anyone, in particular dancers. Dancers will 

complete combinations across the floor without really thinking about how they 

. accomplish them. They learn the combination and apply the correct technique to each 

movement. It is common in dance for certain steps to inevitably go together in certain 

types of combinations. The dancers don't realize that the reason this is done is to cancel 

out or create forces and momentum as needed for a given combination. I will be 

addressing this very topic. While with the acquisition of data that I measured it is 

possible to "plug and chug" the numerical values into force equations and get out a 

number, the number is not really that important. It is very hard to attach a significance to 

the idea of experiencing 4000 lbs. of force. The number, although useful for physicists, 

. is not as important as the theory behind the forces themselves. It is sometimes possible to 

attach a physical meaning to a concept in physics. One example would be what 

physicists refer to as the normal force but what everyone else terms weight. So with a 

slight introduction into the laws of physics I hope that dancers will better understand how 

their movements relate to each other. For anyone else I hope to introduce a window into 

the realm of physics and ballet. 
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I guess that I'm what you would call an oddball, I'm a 

physics major with a spanish minor and an unfinished dance 

minor. Of course in classes when you're meeting new people 

a common question that arises is, "what's your major or 

minor?" Most people have majors and minors that go hand in 

hand with each other but when I would tell people that I 

was a physics major trying to complete a dance minor I 

would always get this look of disbelief. Following that 

would be the inevitable question, why a dance minor, that 

has nothing to do with physics? At first I would reply 

that they are simply two subjects that I like so why 

shouldn't I have one as a major and the other as a minor. 

Later though, I simply became tired of that question 

altogether. When I got to that point I would simply give 

people the curt response of "because". Then the comeback 

would be, "but they have nothing to do with each other." 

That's where everyone is wrong! When something as simple 

as walking incorporates the laws of physics how can dancing 

not? Answer: it can't. Forces, inertia, momentum, energy 

conservation- they are all there, dancers may not realize 

that they are utilizing those concepts in their movements 

but they are present and in action all the same. Let's 

begin with Newton's Laws! 



Newton has three laws: 

1.) Force equals mass times acceleration 

2.) An object at rest tends to stay at rest 

3.) For every action there is an equal but 
opposite reaction 

Now looking at these three statements they seem very 

simplistic and they are but they are also somewhat complex 

as well! The second statement- an object at rest tends to 

stay at rest, that makes sense but then one might wonder, 

"if an object is not moving then how do I get from point A 

to point B?" Even if we are not moving there are forces 

present on us. How can this be though when Newton defined 

force to be F = m*a (F is force, m is mass, and a is 

acceleration)? Every person on this earth is subject to 

the effect of gravity; otherwise, there is no reason why 

the entire population wouldn't go flying off into space. 

So gravity is an ever present acceleration, it's a 

constant. Already I have found my acceleration, even if I 

am sitting perfectly still. If I then multiply my mass by 

gravity I have the force acting on myself- which in physics 

is referred to as the normal force usually written as FN= 

m* g (where g stands for gravity and the subscript N 

denotes that this is the normal force) but in everyday 

terms it is known as weight! Let me calculate the normal 



force acting on me. Gravity is a constant, an unchanging 

number, defined to be 32 feet/second/second. My mass is 

135 lbs. Remember that I have substituted gravity in for 

my acceleration. So plugging into the equation for the 

Normal force I have: 

F = m*g = 135*32 = 4320 lbs 

Now, force is a vector which means it has a magnitude and a 

direction. I have just calculated the magnitude but I need 

a direction. Mass is a scalar which means it has no 

direction but, gravity is a vector which provides the 

direction for our force. Now gravity can be given either 

an up or down direction. For simplicity I am deciding that 

in my frame of reference gravity is directed downward. So 

finally our vector is complete; it has a magnitude of 4320 

lbs pointing in the downward direction. This brings me to 

Newton's final law! As was mentioned previously Newton's 

third law states that for every action there is an equal 

but opposite reaction. So for every up there must be a 

down, every left a right, every clockwise a 

counterclockwise. A basic example is jumping. Look at the 

famous Russian ballet dancer Baryshnikov! Whenever he 

jumps he seems to have such incredible hang time and still 

the height that he reaches seems nearly impossible. Yet, 

he still has to come down at some point because while he is 



in the air the force acting on him is going upward and 

needs to be balanced out; so, gravity kicks in creating the 

downward force necessary to balance the equation of up 

equals down. Now that I have explained the importance of 

forces in our everyday life let's look at a force that 

plays a much more pivotal point in a dancer's control of 

their movements. 

It's a common thing for dancers to experience times 

when it is difficult to feel the center of balance during 

pirouettes- a complete turn of the body on one foot. Even 

though there are several things one can do to improve their 

pirouettes (going up on a straight leg before beginning the 

turn, spotting, etc.) it's just unavoidable that there will 

be days when pirouettes seem more difficult to execute! 

There are also factors that make it difficult to accomplish 

a given movement in dance, and I'm not talking about having 

injuries or other health issues. The type of floor a 

dancer uses contributes to the performance of the dancer. 

It seems odd that the substance of a floor can contribute 

to the forces acting on a dancer but they do! This is 

where the frictional force comes into play. The frictional 

force is defined to be: 

Ff = fl*F. or Ff = fl*m*g 



If you look at the equation for the force of friction you 

will note that it is merely the coefficient of friction 

times the normal force. Mu,~, is the greek letter used to 

designate the coefficient of friction between two surfaces. 

It sometimes helps to think of the frictional force as a 

retarding force. The frictional force is what allows us to 

slow down a movement. For a dancer it may be more helpful 

to think of the frictional force as the resistance that the 

dancer encounters against the floor. 

There are many tables available that have listings 

of common coefficients of friction, some such listings 

include the ~'s for: wood on wood, concrete on rubber, 

rubber on wood, etc. However, I have yet to find a listing 

that includes the sole of a ballet slipper against wood or 

a jazz shoe against vinyl; therefore, I'll just have to 

calculate the value of ~ for myself. One of the easiest 

ways to calculate ~ is by using a device that measures 

force, from which you plug the mass, "g" and the measured 

value of the force into the frictional force equation, and 

solve for~. These devices come in various degrees of 

sensitivity, but since I don't happen to have one that is 

sensitive enough to measure the instantaneous change from 

my ballet slipper not moving across a surface to when it 



does in fact move, I will use a different method to 

calculate~. ~ is defined to be equivalent to tan a and 

tan a is calculated by means of a right triangle where: 

tan a = side of triangle opposite the angle 
side of triangle adjacent the angle 

.. 
• 
~ .. e 

IcQacent 
In this case, seeing as how I didn't have a sample of the 

flooring used in the dance studios, I used a matte vinyl 

tile. Laying the tile flat on the floor I then placed my 

ballet slipper on the tile. While the tile lay flat on the 

floor I measured its length which will be the base or 

adjacent side of my triangle! I then ever so slowly began 

to lift one end of the tile thereby increasing my angle, a, 



which was equivalent to zero degrees laying with the tile 

flat on the floor, until the ballet slipper began to slide 

of its own volition down the tile. The moment the shoe 

started to slide I stopped lifting the tile and measured 

the height from the floor at which the tile had been 

lifted, thus acquiring my side opposite the angle. Having 

measured the base and the height of my "triangle" I could 

then plug those numbers into the equation and thus 

calculate p the results of which are as follows: 

Base (adjacent side of triangle) - 12" 

Height (opposite side of triangle) - 43/8" - 5.375" 

p - tan e - 5.375/12 - .448 

At last the value of p is obtained for my ballet slipper on 

a vinyl surface. So if I were to be dancing on "peel and 

stick" vinyl tiles in my ballet shoes I would experience 

the following frictional force (remember that frictional 

force is p times the normal force which I already 

calculated to be 4320 lbs): 

& - p*m*g - p*~ - .448 * 4320 - 1935.6 lbs. 

friction makes it harder to move and we need a 

for the force I will declare any frictional 



forces to be going in the backwards direction. What does 

this all mean though? Say that I'm preparing to do a large 

leaping (grand allegro) combination. Let's have the 

combination be as such- coupe saute, chasse, pas de 

bourree, temps de cuisse dessus, failli, glissade, grand 

jete (to see representation of the key movements involved 

in each step flip to the illustrations at the end of the 

thesis, for technical definitions see the end of the 

thesis). With just a simple yard stick and a watch I can 

measure my distance and time for each element of the 

combination and thus calculate the velocity and 

acceleration for each item of the combination. I could 

further compute the forces in each direction as well as the 

frictional force. Sometimes there are forces felt in all 

directions and sometimes not for representation of forces 

that are present for a given component see the 

illustrations of the grand allegro combination. I have 

chosen not to compute the forces for the simple reason that 

the number will not be a physical thing, meaning for some 

theoretical concepts there are physical things that people 

can associate with to bring a sense of meaning to the idea. 

One example would be that the normal force is our weight 

combined with gravity. People can grasp that concept 

however it is harder to put a physical interpretation to a 



dancer experiencing roughly 4000 lbs. of force in one 

direction or another. So I will leave the forces at that 

and simply compute the velocity and acceleration, although 

with the data acquired one would simply need to "plug and 

chug" the data into the various force equations to reach 

the numerical data for each force on the various 

components. 

CClHPOHBft TOTAL '.rDm DISTARCB YBLOCIft ACCBIDATIOlf 
(a' (ft) (ft/a) (ft/a/a) 

Coupe Saute 1 .5 NULL 4 

Chasse 2 2.58 1.29 .65 

Pas de Bouree 3 2.50 .83 .28 

Temps de cuisse 3 1.33 .44 .15 

Failli 2 2.63 1.32 .66 

Glissade 3 3 1 .33 

Grand Jete 3 5.86 1. 95 .65 

To obtain the velocity as seen in the chart above it was 

necessary to make use of two different equations: 

v = ad/at 

The first of these equations is used to measure vertical 

movement and the second is used to measure horizontal 

movement (to simplify matters for the grand jete I only 



measured the horizontal velocity and acceleration). The 

delt. symbol featured in the horizontal motion equation 

just denotes that we are subtracting two things: in the 

numerator we are subtracting the original distance from the 

final distance and in the denominator we are subtracting 

the initial time from the final time. For simplicity's 

sake I will designate the initial distance and time to be 

zero for each component. Now moving ahead, the coupe saute 

was the only component that necessitated using the vertical 

motion equation. You may have noticed that there is a null 

value in the velocity column for the coupe saute, this is 

due to the fact that the velocity measured for this 

equation is the initial velocity and going into this 

movement the dancer is at rest hence there will be no 

computed value for the velocity! Also necessary for this 

computation is taking half of the value measured for time. 

The reason being that the dancer begins and ends in the 

same position (as in distance) and with no velocity so to 

even calculate the acceleration we can either look at the 

trip up or the trip down. Ideally the time up is equal to 

the time down so we can just half the total measured time. 

The distance measured in the coupe saute was the height 

reached at the pinnacle of the jump. Thus we reach the 

acceleration of 4 ft/s/s. Now proceeding onward, the 



chasse begins our first component with measurable velocity 

using our simplistic equations as stated above. By laying 

down a yardstick in front of the dancer and measuring the 

distance traveled from the beginning of the chasse to its 

termination and the time required to complete it, we can 

then plug this data into the equation for horizontal motion 

to obtain the velocity. We follow this procedure for each 

of the remaining components of the combination and obtain 

the other velocity values. Now that we have a value for 

the velocity we can compute the acceleration which is 

defined as: 

a = Av/ At 

As I stated earlier the coupe saute was the exception in 

calculating the acceleration because that term was part of 

the vertical motion equation so we already have it, the 

equation used above is more often than not used when 

measuring changes in horizontal acceleration. After 

obtaining the values for acceleration we can plug them into 

the forces that I have designated as Fop. The equation is 

in essence the same as that of the normal equation with a 

slight difference: 

Fup = m * a * sin e 

We multiply by "sin e" for the simple reason that we are 

moving at an angle to the normal. Know that: 



sin e = side opposite the angle 
hypotenuse of the triangle 

Remember that I have decided that the normal will be 

denoted as vertically down and since we are jumping up that 

creates an 180 degrees angle to the normal (for reference 

see the triangle illustrated on page 7 the idea is the same 

except the triangle has the components of the forces). As 

the sin of 180 is equal to 1 we can in essence say that: 

Fop = m * a 

To measure either FLEFT or FRIGHT as the case may be we use the 

equation: 

FLEFT = FRIGHT = m " a " cos e 

cos e = side adjacent to the angle 
hypotenuse of the triangle 

However as both of the force equations are used in 

horizontal forces we must define a new normal which for our 

dancer will be the floor. Since the dancer is moving 

parallel to the floor the angle is zero and thus cos e is 

equal to 1 so we result in the same situation as Fup with: 

FLEFT = FRIGHT = m * a 

We are now capable of measuring all the forces present for 

each given component. 

Let's take a step back from all of this math and look 

at all this information in another way. By picking up my 



foot in order to do the coupe saute (a hop on one foot) I'm 

creating a force in the upward direction to counteract the 

downward force I'm feeling due to "weight". By nulling 

these forces which are currently the only ones that I'm 

experiencing I am free to move in any direction, thus 

allowing me to chasse (slide) to the right. However, the 

second that I begin to chasse I'm feeling a frictional 

force trying to pull me to the left, that means I have to 

have some force going to the right of equal value to the 

frictional force that I'm experiencing- so I am actually 

moving (see illustrations for designation of forces 

present). Now that I am actually moving I have momentum. 

One of the properties of momentum is that it is conserved, 

meaning I have the same amount of momentum at the end of 

this grand allegro as I did at the beginning of it. So for 

this grand allegro the pas de bourree (three running steps) 

is continuing the momentum that I gained from my chasse, 

but the temps de cuisse dessus (bringing one foot from back 

to front and then leaping away from the front foot from two 

feet to one foot) combined with the failli (a spring from 

two feet to one that changes body directions) serves to 

slow down my momentum because right before the temps de 

cuisse I had been traveling to the right but by placing my 

right foot from back to front and springing towards the 



left for the latter half of the temps de cuisse I have 

changed the direction of my velocity thus causing a change 

in momentum. I once again change the direction of my 

momentum when I spring back to the right with my failli, 

those two quick changes of direction caused an overall 

slowing and loss of the momentum gained from my chasse, pas 

de bourree. Just like force is a vector so is momentum. 

In suddenly going from right to left back to right again I 

have used up a good amount of the momentum gained from my 

chasse pas de bourree; one could say that the change of 

direction is an opposite so if I'm traveling to the right, 

a positive direction, then going to the left will result in 

a negative direction. The glissade (a glide from one foot 

to the other) serves to slightly pick up the momentum 

again, enough to complete the grand jete (big leap). The 

grand jete uses up the last of the momentum taking me back 

to rest with no momentum. You might wonder how the grand 

jete serves to use up the rest of the momentum, it's 

simple! While in the air I am no longer experiencing a 

frictional force the only horizontal forces are those the 

legs create by kicking. But since one leg is going forward 

and the other leg is in the opposite direction the 

horizontal forces cancel each other out and once again the 

normal force begins to be experienced due to gravity! The 



normal force will cancel out the remaining force felt in 

the "upward" direction. The remaining momentum is slowed 

by one leg landing going through the ball of the foot, 

through the arch until the foot is flat- my velocity is 

slowed by these actions as the velocity of the movement 

encounters the "resistance" of the floor. As I can't 

travel through the floor my velocity slowly deteriorates 

and thus my momentum is once again zero as momentum is 

defined to be: 

p = m*v 

where p is momentum, m is mass, and v is velocity. Thus 

the state of rest is achieved! 

By analyzing what each movement is supposed to 

accomplish in dance it improves the dancer at least in my 

experience. When I think about the chasse at the beginning 

of my grand allegro combination, knowing that it is 

supposed to give me momentum, I more consciously deepen the 

plie as my foot slides. This is similarly true for the 

other movements especially the grand jete at the end! 

Sometimes the landing position of a grand jete is held 

before beginning the combination allover again. I have 

noticed in class that many times in this scenario people 

can't remain in that position, they may have one or two 

hops before they come to a complete stop. I have 



experienced this phenomenon as well. These left over hops 

are due to momentum! Rather than work through the foot 

while landing people will land flat footed and without a 

plie. While this is not only injurious to the body, it 

shows a poor understanding of the mechanics involved in the 

execution of a grand jete. Memorizing a combination is not 

enough! It's extremely important to incorporate the 

correct technique. Doing so makes the most of the body, 

makes the utmost of the combination, and utilizes the 

physics of motion to make a smooth, flowing, harmonious 

performance! By understanding what types of forces are 

present during a given step one should come to a better 

understanding of the mechanics and the technique that are 

involved in a step. Whether it be deepening a plie to 

create more spring in a jump to counter-effect the force 

due to gravity, or creating more resistance in a chasse to 

create a greater frictional force that ultimately provides 

more momentum and energy to give more spring and 

completeness to a movement. Forces, momentum, and energy 

are ever present in a dancer's life and understanding them 

will ultimately create a better blending of a dancer's 

movements and ultimately just improve the dancer's 

understanding of technique. 



Technical definitions of ballet terms 

Batt.m.nt degage - A stretching of the foot from a closed 
position to the point of the toe and then 
rising slightly from the ground 

Cha •• e - Chased. A step in which one foot literally chases 
the other foot out of its position. 

Cou-~-pied - The part of the foot between the ankle and 
the base of the calf. 

Coupe •• ute - A jump with a cut resulting in one foot being 
in cou-de-pied. 

Deai-pointe - On the half-points. To stand high on the 
balls of the feet and under part of the toes. 

W.illi - A spring with the feet held close together in the 
air and the body face turns to the opposite corner 
land on a bent leg with the other lifted in back 
and sweep that leg through to an open front 
position. 

Gli •• ade - A traveling step executed by gliding the working 
foot from the closed position to the direction 
required and bringing the other foot back to a 
closed position 

G~and jete - A large leap in which the legs are thrown to 
90 degrees with a corresponding high jump 

P •• ~ bo~~ - A bourree step. (In this case to be 
performed having one foot releve to the 
back, the next releve to the side, and 
finally the first foot comes down in the 
front) 

Pi~ette - Whirl or spin. A complete turn of the body on 
one foot, on point or demi-pointe. 

Point - To be on the tips of the toes 

.. 1... - A raising of the body on the points or 
demi-pointes • 

• Definitions are taken from Technical Manual and Dictionary of 
Classical Ballet 



Sis sonne feEmee - A spring from two feet to one with the 
the remaining foot gliding on the floor to 
a closed position 

- Thigh movement. A compound step 
consisting of a battement degage and a 
sissonne fermee. 

* Definitions are taken from Technical Manual and Dictionary of 
Classical Ballet 
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